Setting up your Pleiadian Communication Portal (PCP)
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You have 5 separate components in your package, as labeled above.
First, turn the Communication Portal upside down with
the small tetrahedron (3 dimensional triangle)
pointing downward. Be gentle with the small wires.
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Hold Metatron’s Cube, so the black loop (spinner) on
the end of the cube hangs down and slips over the
gold hook rising from the center of the tetrahedron.
After hooking the cube, turn the PCP over.
Place the bottom tetrahedron of the PCP into the base
and rest the I.Connect in the bottom point.
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Leveling your PCP
With the base on a level surface, rotate the PCP within the base to test which direction is
the most stable. Make sure the top stays level. You also want Metatron’s Cube to center
over the bottom (as shown). You may also gently move the center hook at the top holding
Metatron’s Cube to center the cube over the bottom. The fourth gem is apatite at the tip
and center of Metatron’s Cube
Place the crystal filled ring on the top.
There are 3 gems inside the ring that
should line up with the gems on the
points of the PCP.
In clockwise order: blue lapis, red
carnelian and green chrysoprase. If the
gems seem in reverse order, then flip
the ring over. Gently shake the ring to
distribute the inner crystal mix.
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Both the ring and the I.Connect can be
removed and worked with as
independent tools, but should be kept
in the PCP most times.

To activate the Pleiadian Portal, play Christine Day’s Activation 1, while spinning the center
Metatron’s Cube clockwise. See the link below. Charge your I.Connect and Heart Companion
at the base of the Portal over a two hour period.
For more information go to: http://iconnect2all.com/products/pleiadian-communication-portal/
Look for audio activations and informative videos. Christine and the Hoags will include you in
free group calls when you register on the page.
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